A novel algorithm for color quantization, threedimensional frequency diffusion (3D FD), applies to the histogram of an image based on the principle of error diffusion using a 3D error diffusion filter. With the histogram divided into overlapping cubes, an iterative process is devised to select representative colors from these cubes by a popularity scheme that considers a neighborhood of pixels until a colormap is filled. The algorithm is simple but effective. Results show that images quantized by the proposed algorithm are comparable in quality to other popular algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Full color displays typically use 24 hits to represent the color of each pixel on a screen. With 8 bits for each of the primary components, red, green and blue, approximately 16.7 million possible colors can be generated in a 24 bit full RGB color image. In many imaging applications, it is often desirable to represent images with as few colors as possible while at the same time retain the optimal perceived quality of the images. This is generally achieved by color quantization, in which the number of colors in an image is reduced to a maximum of 256 [7] . Among the various methods, ordered dithering and error diffusion are the two main classes of conventional digital halfroning techniques. While clustered dots are offen preferred for printing, error diffusion is perhaps the most widely used approach for displays [8]. Error diffusion is an adaptive algorithm that operates by spreading or diffusing the quantization error of a current pixel to neighboring pixels. This method was first proposed by Floyd and Steinberg [9] and was originally used for gray-scale images. For color images, error diffusion is either performed separately in each independent channel (scalar error diffusion) or simultaneously in a three-dimensional (3D) color space (vector error diffusion) [IO] . For color displays with an image dependent palette, vector error diffusion is often used. We propose a simple but effective color quantization technique, which performs 3D frequency diffusion in a color space. Our approach is to select the colors of an image with the highest frequency of occurrence to be the colormap entries from the corresponding 3D color histogram. To avoid choosing too many entries from clusters nearby, the frequencies of colors in a neighborhood are considered. We identify the color representatives by iteratively divide the 3D color histogram into subspaces in a deterministic manner and compare their frequencies until the subspace contains one target color, i.e., a cluster. Each cluster of the histogram carries a fractional dot value d equal to its frequency density times the number of entries of a colormap. When a cluster is chosen, an integer value nearest to d will be removed from the subspace. An error will thus be introduced and diffused to its neighbors according to a 3D frequency diffusion filter. In a normal image, most clusters carry a d less than 1. In this way, a selfcorrecting task is performed to penalize the neighbors of a color selected each iteration. The algorithm is applicable to images in any color space. Our algorithm is a two-step iterative process. Each iteration, we first identify the colors of the image having the highest frequency of occurrence according to the input histogram X. With a naive scheme that picks all the clusters with the highest frequencies, it is likely that the palette will contain many entries of similar colors, neglecting other less popular colors. To prevent this, we consider a neighborhood or subset of a color space:
3D FREQUENCY DIFFUSION
wherek=1,2 ,...,. 1 -1 , w=2r-k-l , a n d i b m k a n d n k each takes the values of 0, w and 2w. In eq (I), a higher k refers to a smaller subspace such that Xo represents the original input. A space is divided into 21 overlapping subspaces, each occupying 118 of that space. The frequencyf, associated with a subspace x k is defmed as O,l, ..., 2w-I} The highest fu is selected and the corresponding x k is .subdivided according to eq (I) until X,,, which is the .finest level containing 8 clusters of the original histogram in each subspace. After identifying the particular X,, with the highestf,,, the last step is to pick the single cluster having the highest frequency from that subspace, which does not require any summation in eq (2). The color of the final cluster becomes an entry in the palette.
The process allows flexibility by providing more possible paths to reach a particular location without being trapped in a local optimum. With N=32, I = 5, the index k varies from 1 to 4 and each color space is divided into 21 overlapping subspaces as shown in Fig. 1 . A palette entry is determined after 4 iterations of dividing color spaces and 5 iterations of seeking the maximum frequency.
Frequency Diffusion Process
The principle of frequency diffusion is similar to error diffusion that once a pixel has been quantized, error is introduced, which will affect the next color to be picked. Here frequency diffusion is performed in a 3D color space after choosing a cluster, to be an entry in the palette. To borrow the concept of quantization, an integer dot value is defined. Letf; be the total frequency of X and fthe frequency of a cluster in X. With an %bit palette, we can scale f; to 256. Then the frequency density 0 = f i f ;
can be calculated and a fractional dot value d = 256x 0 can be assigned to a cluster. When a cluster is chosen, a dot value is assigned by a quantization process Q( ):
(3) where round( ) rounds the argument to the nearest integer. This function is required because there may exist in a picture a few clusters with a dot value larger than 1.
Assuming that values in X are normalized to 256, the error is:
The quantization error e(l,m,fl) is then diffused and added to the frequency of the neighboring cluster, giving rise to an error histogram E. A 3D filter with a convenient geometric shape, e.g. a sphere, and coefficients w is defined for the diffusion process. The error histogram is updated as follows:
where the sum of all w yk = 1. When a part of the filter extends outside the boundary of the color space, the part is folded back into the space. After the frequency diffusion, the histogram X is updated. The quantization process is repeated until all palette entries are filled. The frequency diffusion process regulates the selection of the palette entries such that representative colors may be chosen from clusters not too close together. In a normal picture, most dot values d are less than 1, which will generate negative errors e. If Q is the window of support for the frequency difision filter, all clusters within Q are penalized in being selected in the following iteration. Hence more variation in the palette will be obtained. Step 3 until k = r -I .
Algorithm

S4:
Identify the cluster with the highest frequency from the 8 clusters within X,,, the final histogram found in S3. Select the color of that cluster as an entry of the palette. S5: Scale the total frequencyJ to 256 dots. Determine the dot value of the cluster found in Step 4 according to eq (3). Compute and diffusion the error as stated in eqs (4) and (5). Update the histogram XO.
S6: Repeat S3 to S5 until the whole palette is tilled.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A representative set of images has been chosen to include both areas of smooth gradation (low frequency) and fine details (high frequency) for evaluation of our proposed quantization algorithm (Three of these images are shown in Fig. 2 ). To start with, we test our algorithm in the RGB color space. For the frequency diffusion, spherical filters enclosed in 3 x 3~3 and 5 x 5~5 cubes are used, and the filter coefficients are given in Fig. 3 . To compare our algorithm with the other color quantization schemes, we use the peak signat-to-noise ratio (PSNR) as a gauge to measure the effectiveness of the resulting palettes. Given the original image I having dimensions of MxN and a quantized image J , the PSNR in decibels (dB) is computed as follows
The PSNR values of several test images quantized by the 3D frequency diffusion algorithm and by two other algorithms, Median Cut and Octree under RGB color space are given in Table I . All the images produced by 3D frequency diffusion give high values in PSNR, indicating a good performance of our proposed algorithm compared to the other color quantization schemes.
The appearance of contouring artifacts is one of the major problems encountered by color quantization, especially in regions exhibiting smooth color transition, such as the background in "Woman" and the billiard balls in "Pool". This problem can be solved with spatial Table 2 shows that our algorithm behaves equally well as Median Cut and more consistently with different types of images than Octree.
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed algorithm, 3D FD, realizes frequency diffusion with the histogram of a color image. The process is simple yet effective. It is applicable to images of any size in any color space. All steps require only simple arithmetical calculations, but the algorithm performs consistently well with various types of pictures.
The most time-consuming part of the algorithm is the preparation of the histogram, which has a complexity of N' (square class). For the part of frequency diffusion, the size of the histogram is fixed, i.e., independent of the image size, and so is the diffusion filter, which cannot be larger than the histogram itself. Hence the computational complexity of this part is a constant. 
